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1. “Today Tommy found a real book ! “ Margie wrote on the page headed:
a) May 15 , 2019 b) May17 , 2751 c) May 17 , 2157
d) May 15 , 2157
2. Margie‟s mother called ______ who came with the tools and repaired the mechanical teacher.
a) County Inspector b) Mechanic
c) Tommy
d) Robo Teacher
3. Margie feeds her homework in the mechanical teacher using __
a) Keys b) Alphabets c) Number lock d) Punch code.
4. At the age of ___ Evelyn Glennie started losing her hearing power.
a) 8
b) 7
c)5
d)17
5. A percussionist, _______ motivated Evelyn to feel music in different parts of the body.
a) John Berman
b) Ron Forbes c) Isabel Glennie d) James Herriot.
6. The sound of the Shehnai began to be considered auspicious. The underlined word means :
a) Attracted by
b) Promising to bring fortune c) Believing
d) Much desired
7. Ustad Bismillah Khan was awarded Bharat Ratna in ____
a) 2000
b) 2005
c) 2002
d) 2001
8. Bismillah Khan passed away on _____.
a) 21st August 2006 b) 15th August 2006 c) 21st September 2005 d) 6th August 2010.
9. „And everyday he had to work and was too tired to be Mr MacDonald.‟ Who was Mr.MacDonald?
a) A Musician b) Kezia‟s neighbour c) Kezia‟s father‟s friend d) All the above
10. Laboriously, with a double cotton , the little girl stitched three sides. Laboriously means:
a) Easily
b) Seriously
c) Excitedly
d) With a lot of difficulty.
11. Einsteins General theory of relativity is related to_. a)Eclipse b)Gravity c)Speed of light d) Mass
12. He later became a gifted amateur violinist. The underlined word means doing something for
_______.
a) Profession b) Perfection c) Personal enjoyment
d) Successful
13. Einstein hated the school‟s extreme discipline or order. Give one word for the underlined part:
a) Regimentation b) Liberal
c) Strict
d) Freak
14. Who was celebrated as a visionary and world citizen?
a) Albert Einstein b) Thomas Alva Edison c) Hitler d) Franklin D. Roosevelt
15. Which road does the poet not choose?
a) Grassy b) Wanted wear
c) Not trodden black d) Leaves had trodden black.
16. The two roads symbolises:
a) life
b) Choices
c) Ways
d) dream
17. Give one word for „blow grain free of chaff; separate grain from husk by blowing on it.
a) Crumble
b) Crush
c) Scatter
d) Winnow
18. The poem “ Wind “ is translated to English by _____.
a) Subramania Bharati
b) A.K.Ramanujan
c) Robert Frost d) H.G Wells
19. “And the melancholy darkness Gently weeps in rainy tears” According to the poet what weeps
in rainy tears ?
a) Dark clouds
b) Earth
c) Sky
d) Poet
20. Rectangular wooden tiles used on roofs is called ___. a) Tinkle b) Woof c) Shingles d) Refrain
21. What kind of a poem is “The Lake Isle of Innisfree “? a) Ballad b) Lyric c) Elegy d) Rime
22. ____ wrote “The Lost Child”.a)Harsh Mander b)Bill Bryson c) Zan Gandioso d. Mulk Raj Anand
23. _______ is project that often involves risk. a) venture b) devout c) tasks d) work
24. She stirred suddenly and cried. She refers to ____. a)Kezia b)Eveline c) Grandmother d)Toto
25. A rational number can be written in the form ___ a)pq b)p+q c) p-q d)

P
q

26. 0.10110111011110..... is a ____.
a)Rational number b) Irrational number c)Recurring number d)Whole number
27. Collection of rational and irrational numbers are called ___.
a) Fractional
b) Real numbers
c) Integers
d) Whole numbers
28. Every point on the number line represents a ____.
a) Rational number b) Irrational number c)Real number d) Decimal number
29. The product of a rational number and an irrational number is always ______.
a) Rational b) Irrational
c) Recurring d) Non-recurring
30. To rationalize the denominator of
a)

1
5+ 2

b)

5− 2
5− 2

1
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c)

we must multiply by ____
1

5− 2

d)

5+ 2
5+ 2

Simplify: (3+ 3) (3- 3) = ______.
a) 9
b) 6
c) 0
d) 3
The co-efficient of x² in the polynomial x³ - x²+4x+7 is____. a)1 b) -1 c)0 d)None of the above
0 is also called as ____. a)Constant polynomial b)Zero polynomial c)Both a and b d)Only b
The degree of 14 is____.
a)0
b)1
c) -1 d)Not defined
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The degree of the polynomial 3x -4𝑥 +x+9 is ____. a)3 b)7
c)9
d)1
2+x 2 +x is a _____polynomial. a) Linear
b) Quadratic
c) Cubic
d) Zero
y+y²+4 is a ____. a)Monomial
b)Binomial
c) Trinomial
d)Linear polynomial
A_____ polynomial has no zero. a)Zero b)Non-Zero c)Constant d)Non-Zero constant
The expansion of (x+y)³ is ____.
a) x³+y³+3xy(x+y)
b)x³+y³+3x²y-3xy² c)x³-y³-3xy(x-y) d)x³-y³-3x²y-3xy²
40. If x≠y , then (x,y) ≠ (y,x) and (x,y) = (y,x) if ____. a)x≠y b)x=y c)x+y d)x-y
41. (-2, 4) lies in the ___ quadrant. a)I
b)II
c)III
d)IV
42. (-1,0) lies in the ____.
a)I quadrant b)x axis
c)III quadrant
d)y axis
43. The abscissa of (-3,-5) is ____.
a)-3
b)-5
c)3
d)5
44. The ordinate of the point (4, 5) is ____. a)4
b)5
c)-4
d)-5
45. An increase in temperature increases _____of the particles of matter.
a)Electrical energy b)Kinetic energy c)Potential energy d)Chemical energy
46. Intermolecular forces of attraction are maximum in ____. a)Liquids b)Gases c)Solids d)Plasma
47. The intermixing of particles of two substances on their own ____.
a)Diffusion b)Coagulation c)Retardation d)Ozonolysis
48. The change of solid state into liquid state___. a)Melting b)Boiling c)Evaporation d)Sublimation
49. The change of liquid state into gaseous state at any temperature below its boiling point.
a)Sublimation b)Evaporation c)Fusion d)Condensation
50. The change of liquid state into solid state ___.
a)Evaporation
b)Fusion
c)Solidification
d)Liquefication
51. The change of liquid state into gaseous state at its boiling point ___.
a)Fusion
b) Condensation c)Solidification d)Boiling
52. The change of solid state directly into gaseous state without going through the liquid state
a)Evaporation
b)Condensation
c)Sublimation d)Fusion
53. A car goes from a town A to another town B with a speed of
40km/h and returns back to the town A with a speed of 60km/h. The average speed of the car
during the complete journey is ____. a)48Km/h b)50km/h
c)Zero
d)None of these
54. When a graph of one quantity versus another results in a straight line, the quantities are:
a)both constant
b)equal c)Directly proportional
d)inversely proportional
55. A person travels distance 𝜋R along the circumference of a circle of radius R. Displacement of the
person is ___. a)R b)2R
c)2 𝜋R d)Zero
56. m/s is the SI unit of ___. a) Distance b)Displacement c)Velocity d)Acceleration
57. Which of the expression to find the force is correct? a)F = m/a b)F = ma c)F = a/m d)F = ma/m
58.
7n
12N
Considering negligible friction, the resultant force will be:
a) 3N towards left b) 5N towards right
c)10N towards left
d)19N towards left
59. Which of the following organelle is called as the “suicidal bags of the cell”
a)Lysosomes b)lysosomes and golgi
c)lysosomes and ER d)lysosomes and mitochondria
60. Which of the following is not a cell organelle?
a)Mitochondria
b)Microsome
c)Ribosome
d)Golgi complex
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61. I play a major role in cell division and control the cell. Who am I ?
a)Mitochondria
b)Nucleus
c)Mitosis
d)Meiosis
62. Which one of the following is a part of neuron? a)Dendrites b)Cyton c)Axon d)All of these
63. The involuntary muscles, which is present in heart. a)Smooth b)skeletal c)Cardiac d)unstraited
64. The tissue made up of dead cells found in stem and veins of leaves.
a)parenchyma
b)Sclerenchyma
c)Collenchyma
d)None of these
65. What function is done by meristematic tissues throughout the life of the plant
a)Store energy
b)Cell division
c)Cellular respiration d)Temporary support
66. With the storming of ______, the French revolution began.
a)Fortress – Prison b)Bloody Sunday
c)Napoleon
d)Louis XVI
67. Which stood as the despotic power of the king? a)Church b)Bastille c)Tennis court d)Assembly
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Who wrote the book “The spirit of the laws?” a)John Locke b)Rousseau c)Montesquieu d)Karl Marx
In which year France passed the law to abolish the feudal system? a)1789 b)1889 c)1989 d)1689
Which age group people are termed as active citizens? a)28
b)24 c)18
d)25
The patriotic song ____ was composed by the poet Roget de L‟lsle
a)Marseillaise
b)Mersaillaice c)Myrsaillaise d)Marceillaice
72. In 1804, Napoleon Bonaparte crowned himself emperor of __.a)England b)Britain c)Italy d)France
73. Where is India located?
a)Southern hemisphere b)Northern hemisphere c)Eastern hemisphere d) Western hemisphere
74. _______ divides India into 2 halves. a) Palk Strait b)Tropic of Cancer c)Equator d)Indira Point
75. India is ______ largest country in the world. a)5th
b)7th
c) 4th
d)3rd
76. India got its name from ____.
a)Kanyakumari b)Indian Ocean c)Longest Coastline d)Trading
77. Name any one state which have common border with china?
a)Sikkim
b)Arunachal Pradesh
c)Assam
d)Kerala
78. Which states were ruled by the local hereditary rulers?
a)Provincial b)Big c)Princely
d)Small
79. ______ stands for Institutional Revolutionary Party. a)PIR b)PIL
c)LLR
d)PRI
80. Who has the responsibility to protect the basic rights given by the state?
a)Legislative b)Executive
c)IAS Officer
d)Judiciary
81. Which country‟s famine was recorded as a worst famine in world history? (1958-61)
a)Japan
b)India
c)China
d)France
82. Write any one Cropping season in Palampur? a)Kharif b)Baisakhi
c)Holi d)Kaal
83. Which sector is known as labour intensive sector? a)Production b)Tourism c)IT d)Agriculture
84. _______ is an activity that involves making of goods or services that a person needs
a)Demand b)Supply
c)Consumption d)Production
85. _____ is one of the modern implements used by the Indian farmers.
a) Tube wells
b)Hoe c) Sickle
d)Plough
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